From the KYVL website, www.kyvl.org, choose For K12 Students > Elementary.

In the first box, you'll find Space Dog, and the Research Galaxy.

Students can choose a planet [linking to a KYVL resource] that is a good fit for elementary research.

Ex: Britannica School Elementary is for K-5.

Students can choose the rocket link “To the Tutorial” to find the steps on how to do research.

Ex: 5 Finger Test for choosing a source.

Another option is the single-search box on the left side of the page.

The “Search Elementary School Resources” box pulls from multiple appropriate elementary sources, such as Scholastic, Britannica and EBSCO.

Results will include encyclopedia entries and magazine articles.
A student can also choose to search a single resource or interface from any of the images links further down the page.

**Britannica School**
Built for schools, the encyclopedia is for grades K-6.

**Britannica Library Children**
Built for public libraries to have an encyclopedia for grades K-6.

**Encyclopedia of animals for grades 2-6.**

**Covers broad topics for grades 3-8.**

**Covers broad topics for grades 3-8.**

**Links to Scholastic elementary resources and has a single-search box.**

**An interface which brings back encyclopedia and article results.**

**Included in Explora and the “Search Elementary” box. Can choose it directly too.**

**Contains popular public library magazines.**

**For upper elementary students who need more challenging articles.**

**Reader’s advisory database, helps in selecting fiction and series of interest.**

**Skills-building resources starting at 4th grade. Each student needs their own login.**

If you have any questions, Submit a Question to KYVL staff at [http://ask.kyvl.org](http://ask.kyvl.org) or ask your school librarian.